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Driven XP9 Synthetic Racing Oil
Huntersville, NC – Driven Racing Oil™ announces XP9, a durable 10W-40 synthetic racing oil featuring an advanced
zinc/phosphorus based anti-wear package to protect aggressive cam profiles.
XP9 Synthetic Racing Oil from Driven provides increased high-shear protection for wet sump and high-compression
applications, and utilizes select synthetic base oils for increased durability at high engine temperatures. One such base oil
is mPAO, a next-generation synthetic base lubricant used to create an oil that retains a high HTHS (High Temperature
High Shear) viscosity, is less sensitive to heat and doesn’t break down under extreme friction. The very best synthetic
base oil until now has been PAO, which is quite a bit better than any conventional base oil as it features an index number
of 140. However, mPAO has a viscosity index of 200 – solid proof of its enhanced lubrication properties. XP9 is
compatible with methanol and high-octane race fuel, and is also formulated with proprietary anti-wear and friction
reducing additives to fight valve train wear and increase horsepower Extensive dyno testing proves these power gains last
throughout the service life of the oil. XP9 also features advanced synthetic technology for greater film thickness under
high temperatures and high loads, while its thermal stability properties defend against oil consumption and viscosity
breakdown while providing added durability for competition power plants.
Driven XP9 Synthetic Racing Oil is the ideal oil for high output steel block engines. Available in one quart bottles (PN#
03206), XP9 can be purchased from specialty performance retailers across the US, Canada, Australia and the UK. Visit
www.DrivenRacingOil.com for a complete listing of dealers.

About Driven Racing Oil™
Born from Joe Gibbs Racing, one of the most successful NASCAR teams of the past two decades, Driven Racing Oil™ utilizes
cutting-edge lubricant technology and on-track research for maximum performance gains from all of its product offerings.
Competition drives innovation, and Joe Gibbs Racing originally developed the Driven brand of oils to advance engine and driveline
performance on the racetrack. From full synthetic race oils to engine break-in oils, Driven offers a wide range of race-winning
products that deliver performance, protection and value.

